
For most companies, video is an essential communications vehicle. It’s no longer  
just the best way to reach B2B buyers; it’s also the best way to communicate with  
your sellers--and for them to communicate with each other.

The challenge is that video content has traditionally taken a lot of time and resources 
to create. Why? Because most companies still treat video creation like a Hollywood 
production, either contracted to production houses, or done internally by a small team  
of experts. As a result, there isn’t enough video, and what’s available is often out of date 
shortly after it’s completed. 

Allego customers use video differently. For them, video is more ‘YouTube’ than ‘Hollywood,’ 
so instead of relying on a team of experts, they can empower anyone in the organization 
to create video content. Video captures, slide narrations, demo screen captures, and 
more--they’re all a click away. With Allego’s video creation capabilities:

  Training and sales enablement professionals can deliver compelling video training 
content--complete with questions, links, feedback, and more--quickly and easily for 
better onboarding that’s always up-to-date 

   Salespeople can create and share video content with their peers — promoting best 
practices, honing pitches for feedback, and more. Even better, peers can use point-in-
time feedback to provide their own insights inline during any point during the video

   Sales managers can coach reps to improve sales performance by assigning them 
video exercises to complete and submit for feedback. Managers than then provide 
point-in-time feedback and score videos based on custom criteria. Managers can 
even track how reps improve competencies over time by monitoring scores

   Subject-matter experts can quickly create videos to accompany product updates, 
regulatory changes, and other high-velocity events so that reps are always up-to-date 
with information they can view easily on their mobile devices 

  
  Marketing organizations can create greater volumes of up-to-date video content for 

buyers, partners, and customers using subject-matter experts, executives, and others. 
Instead of infrequent, highly produced videos, Allego content can be frequent, quick-hit 
information that keeps you in front of your key stakeholders with valuable information.

Easy Content Creation with Allego
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Results

Using Allego, you’ll produce high-impact video communications for both internal 
and external audiences for a fraction of the time and cost normally associated with 
video content creation, while simultaneously increasing engagement. With training 
content that’s always current and more engaging, you’ll see faster onboarding and 
increased sales productivity. And because virtually anyone can create Allego video 
content without training, you’ll have the ability to call on many more people to 
create current, relevant content. 

Nearly 150,000 professionals use Allego-powered video content to onboard faster, 
deliver consistent messaging, rapidly adopt best practices, coach and practice more 
frequently, and collaborate more effectively.
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